
'It costs dough to be in this league,' says evaluator,

but it 'approaches the ultimate in piston-powered aircraft'

"

--------======================by MICHAELV. HUCK/ AOPA 213692

Ihave just had a glimpse of the future. No, not through a crystal ball,
but through the windshield of North
American Rockwell's contender for the
ultimate in piston-powered aircraft
the turbocharged, pressurized Aero
Commander 685.

Of course the 685 can't be the "ulti
mate" aircraft, any more than any other
can. It all depends on how the air
craft is going to be used. For example,
an aerial applicator (cropduster) prob
ably wouldn't think of the 685 as an
ultimate, and neither would a primary
flight instructor with a brand-new stu
dent. But for someone who wants turbo
prop, above-the-weather comfort and a
rock-steady feel for instrument flight, on
a piston pocketbook, the 685 just may
be the ultimate.

The 685 competes with several top
of-the-line aircraft, like the Beechcraft
Duke, the Cessna 421, and Piper's pres
surized Navajo, all of which enjoy the
advantages of an earlier introduction.
But this newest of the Commander line
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should have no trouble in grabbing a
large percentage of the market.

It costs dough to be in this league,
though, and plenty of it. The aircraft I
flew had an equipped price of $309,035,
but for that price you get complete de
icing protection, weather radar, and a
complete line of King Silver Crown elec
tronics, plus other goodies such as air
conditioning and a Bendix M-4C auto
pilot. The bare airplane carries a price
tag of $229,400, but anyone who can
part with that kind of money for an
airplane will probably want all the ex
tra accessories.

The 685 is powered by a pair of Con
tinental GTSIO-520-F engines that de
velop 435 hp at 3,400 rpm while pulling
44.5 inches of manifold pressure. They
are able to pull an additional 60 horses
more than the previous model of the
engine, because they have been beefed
up throughout to allow higher manifold
pressure. TEO (time between over
haul) is listed as 1,200 hours. One of
the nicest features of this new engine
is the lack of a rough, loping idle that
is characteristic of the lower-powered
Continental engines. These seem to idle
very smoothly in comparison.

The 685 has a ramp weight of 9,050
pounds and a flying gross of 9,000
pounds, which allows for a 50-pound
fuel burnoff while taxiing for takeoff.
With an empty weight of 6,822 pounds
(as equipped on the flight-test aircraft),
this gave a useful load of 2,228 pounds,
which can be used in a variety of ways.

This is definitely not a "fill her up
and depart" type of aircraft. With aux
iliary tanks, which were fitted on the
plane I flew,· the fuel capacity is a
whopping 322 gallons, which gives a
range of 1,731 statute miles with a 45
minute reserve. There is a kicker, how
ever.

A full load of fuel ( 322 gallons)
weighs 1,932 pounds; so if you fill it
up, you are limited to an additional 466
pounds, which equals two typical 170
pound people plus 126 pounds of bag-

gage or a sweet young thing. Since the
cabin on our test aircraft is capable of
seating eight, a little mathematics is
necessary to determine the fuel load
that can legally be carried on a given
flight. North American Rockwell ar
ranged it that way on purpose, recog
nizing that most of the time the aircraft
will be used with some seats empty
and that, when this is the case, the pilot
will want the extra fuel. Human nature
being what it is, someone will probably
try to fill the plane with both people and
fuel sometime in the future (then won
der why it won't fly), but any reason
able pilot who has the ability to add
and subtract should be able to avoid
this problem.

The pressurization of the 685 works
from the ground up and gives a maxi
mum differential of 4.2 pounds per
square inch, which results in an 8,000
foot cabin at an aircraft altitude of
20,000 feet. The pressurization is not as
high as that of its competitors, which
have cabin altitudes, at 20,000, of 7,500
feet for the Cessna 421B, 7,000 for the
Beech Duke, and 5,000 for the Piper
pressurized Navajo. Regardless, it seems
adequate for most conditions, since
even with the turbochargers, perfor
mance begins to drop off between 20,000
and 25,000 feet.

The day of our test flight was one of
those days that tend to make those on
the East Coast wish they were some
where else. A slowly moving front had
stalled out on the coastline, and condi
tions were IFR from Boston to Savan
nah, Ga. This is the weather that Com
manders are built for, though, so we
filed IFR for Raleigh-Durham (N.C.)
Airport at Flight Level 180 with a filed
true airspeed of 220 knots (254 mph) .•

First thing that struck me about the'"
airplane was the similarity of it to my
old 500B Commander. Outside of the
new airplane smell, everything was very
familiar. One thing that was immedi
ately apparent, however, was the differ
ence in noise level. I didn't think it was
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North American Rockwell's 685 is a pleasure to "drive" and ride, says author. Low noise level is
impressive, as is cruise speed, which was clocked at 262 mph true airspeed,
7 mph higher than that stated in the aircraft's performance table.

Wingspan (ft)

Length (ft)

Height (ft)

Max gross weight (ramp/lb)

Max gross weight (takeoff/lb)

Empty weight (approx/lb)
Useful load (lb)

Fuel capacity (std, gal)

Fuel capacity (opt, gal)

Takeoff ground roll (ft)
Takeoff roll (ft, over 50-ft

obstacle)

Landing roll (ft, over 50-ft
obstacle)

Rate of climb (fpm, sea level)

Single-engine rate of climb(fpm, sea level)
Service ceiling (ft)

Stall. speed (mph, gear/flaps
down)

Min single-engine control speed
(mph)

Top speed (mph)
Cruise speed (mph, 75% power,

24,000 ft)

Range + 45·min reserve
(mi, std fuel)

Range + 45-min reserve
(mi, aux fuel) 1,731

Base price (faf) $229,400 ,
The Aero Commander is powered by twin
435-hp turbocharged Continental engines.
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Engines (2)

•
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larger aircraft. For one thing, in the
pilot's seat of the 685, you are out
ahead of the engines and wing. There
simply aren't any blind spots when
maneuvering, something that is becom
ing increasingly important with today's
increasing air traffic. The aircraft runs
along the ground in a negative angle of
attack, which seems to make it less
susceptible to crosswind problems, and
requires more rotation than most light
or medium twins in order to leave the
ground. This, coupled with the fact that
the pilot sits quite far in front of the
center of rotation, is probably responsi
ble for several comments that the air
plane feels like a Boeing 727.

Once you're airborne at about 90
knots (slightly more or less, depend
ing on weight) the stability that has
become a trademark of Aero Com
mander allows you to put the airplane
where you want it with assurance that

There is an old saying about the
Commander line: "Anyone can fly 'em,
but it takes a good deal of practice to
be able to taxi one in anything resem
bling a straight line." The cause for that
statement is the hydraulically driven
nosewhee1 steering. It really doesn't
take long to get accustomed to it, and
once it is mastered, it gives the nicest,
easiest ground steering of anything in
its class. The rudder pedals are not
hooked to anything but the rudders, and
nosewhee1 steering is done with light
pressure on the toe brakes. The first bit
of travel before the brakes are actuated
gives hydraulic boost to the nosewheel.
This means that for a fairly heavy air
plane, hardly any effort is needed to
taxi-once you get the knack of it.

It is difficult to describe the flight
characteristics of an Aero Commander.
There are subtle differences in feel and
motion that make it feel like a much

Performance)
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435-hp Continental
GTSI0-520-F

46.55

42.98

14.95

9,050

9,000

6,021

3,029
256

322

1,949

possible, but they have actually man
aged to make a quiet Aero Commander.
This was accomplished by moving the
engines out 15 inches from the old posi
tion next to the fuselage. This has cut
down the resonance by a fantastic
amount, and hence the lower noise
level.
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Flight-checked plane had a considerable number of special "goodies," including
weather radar, air conditioning, and complete deicing protection.

PRESSURIZED AERO
COMMANDER BS5

(Continued from preceding page)

it will stay that way. The best way to
describe it is that it is like a free auto
pilot that is built right into the airplane.

It's a good thing it's that way, too,
for after a climb of less than 300 feet
above Washington (D.C.) National Air
port, the familiar world of contrasting
objects and different colors gave way to
the dull gray of the world of IFR. Forty
inches of manifold pressure and 3,000
rpm gave an average I,OOO-fpm rate of
climb to Flight Level 180. The aircraft
was right at gross weight with four
people and 250 gallons of avgas.

The 685's turbocharger controls
worked beautifully. It is a real thrill to
one who is used to seeing available
power bleed off with altitude to see the
manifold pressure gauge sit steady as
a rock at 40 inches, with no further ad
justments, from the surface all the way
to altitude. The same turbochargers
supply the bleed air for cabin pressur
ization, and the cabin transitioned
smoothly from sea level at Washington
National to 7,800 feet at FL 180.

In the climb, we were solid instru
ments to 12,000, between layers to
14,000, and back in the clouds between
14,000 and 16,000 feet. When we
leveled at FL 180 we were in beautiful
sunlight with nothing but blue sky
above. As we accelerated to cruising
speed, I thought to myself that Walter
Mitty lives, as I tried to put aside the
realization that, with the sea level en
gines and lack of pressurization that I
have in good old N13M (my Com-

mander), I never would have seen the
blue sky that day and would have been
slogging around in the gray until the
approach at Raleigh-Durham.

With 35 inches and 2,800 rpm, the
computer said we were pulling 65%
power and the airspeed indicator read
165 knots (all Aero Commander air
speed gauges now read in knots) for a
true airspeed (TAS) of 226 knots. To
put it into possibly more familiar terms,
we cruised at 262 mph, which is 7
mph more than the 685's performance
specifications call for at 75% power.

Another benefit of pressurization be
came apparent on our descent into
Raleigh. With the power back to 20
inches, I pushed the nose over until the
airspeed indicator was at the high end
of the green arc. The airplane hurtled
toward the ground at 2,500 fpm; how
ever, the cabin sedately descended at
about 400 fpm. This is a real advantage
in today's Air Traffic Control (ATC)
system, where the controllers seem to
apply "keep-ern-high" procedures to all
IFR traffic without regard for the effect
rapid pressure changes can have on the
human ear. We momentarily pulled the
manifold pressure back to 15 inches for
an even greater rate of descent. Even
with that low power setting, we found
there was still sufficient bleed air avail
able to maintain the pressurization.
Using so little power is not recom
mended, however, because in the long
descents from altitude, the cylinder
head temperature is likely to get too
cool.

Another day when the weather was a
bit better we were able to get another
685 and do a little local flying to see if
the airplane had any bad habits when
flown low and slow.

Once again, having flown several
hours in other aircraft between the two
685 flights, I was pleasantly impressed
with the low noise level. You can
actually converse with passengers in a
normal tone. This flight session began
with several ILS approaches at Dulles
International Airport in the Washing
ton, D.C., area. The best configuration
for a stabilized approach in the 685 ap
pears to be with one-half flaps at 120
knots. The drag produced when that big
gear comes out of the wells at the outer
marker makes it unnecessary to adjust
power more than a couple of inches to
maintain the glidepath. Again, here is
where the stability of this bird pays off.
A good approach can be flown in
all but the most severe wind shear by
making simple, small corrections with
one finger bent around the yoke.

North American's new 685, like all
Aero Commanders, is an excellent air
plane for low-visibility approaches since
the normal attitude of the plane in ap
proach configuration is such that it
would be virtually impossible to land
on the nosewheel, even if visibility were
so bad visual ground contact was never
achieved. It is easy to make consistently
good landings with the 685 due to the
soft cushion provided by the large struts
on the main landing gear. The fact that
the pilot is separated from the main
gear by a relatively greater distance
than I am used to may have had some
thing to do with this. (Maybe the land
ings just seemed good from where I
was sitting.)

In a VFR pattern, 120 knots seemed
comfortable, with an across-the-fence
speed from 90 to 100 knots, depending
on weight. At these speeds, it requires a
somewhat wider pattern than most of
the aircraft that will be encountered.
This is necessary to keep the bank
angles within reason, but the wider
pattern is needed for spacing purposes
at most airports anyway.

As I did a series of touch-and-goes,
the one thing I didn't like about
the aircraft showed up. The placement
of the landing gear and flap levers is
too close to the throttle quadrant, and
if you grab them with your hand,
rather than push from one direction
or the other, there is a definite risk of
scraping your knuckles on the quadrant.
I suppose one can get used to moving
controls in a different manner, but it
seems sad that in an otherwise delight
ful panel layout and control configura
tion, North American Rockwell would
compromise on such a simple thing.

The company believes the principal
market for its 685 is the small corpora
tion that wants fast, high-altitude ca
pability but does not want to pay over a
half-million dollars for a turboprop.
Also, there will be some individual pilot
businessmen who will step up to thi!
airplane from light and medium twinS.

Whoever buys this airplane, whether
for corporate or personal use, can be
assured that in terms of luxury, speed,
and comfort, the Aero Commander 685
approaches the ultimate in piston
powered aircraft. 0
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